Incorporate Today

- Cut your audit risk
- Protect home and investments
- Nevada is the only state that prevents personal creditors from seizing shares and liquidating your assets
- Managers and Members need not be residents (or U.S. citizens) and never need to visit Nevada
- Nevada Corporations can own property in any state without having to be in that state
- One-person entities allowed
- Nevada allows for section 355 Tax-Free spin-off of assets
- Corporate meetings may be held anywhere you are
- Nevada is the only state that has changing order protection for all corporate entities
- LLCs can manage each other for total privacy
- LLCs can be owned and managed by offshore companies
- Nevada companies can open offshore companies for offshore and onshore asset protection

Set up a LLC to separate your business assets from your operating company to protect your business equipment and other assets from credit liabilities.

Safeguard Your Assets Today

- Protect your assets from lawyers and lawsuits
- Create complete financial privacy
- Explore double-digit offshore returns
- Eliminate your risk of forfeiture or seizure
- Preserve your estate for your heirs
- Insulate wealth using offshore accounts
- Learn about offshore account strategies that report high returns
- IRAQ Quality

Act now. You can feel the relief of knowing that you have taken serious steps to safeguard the wealth that you have worked so hard to achieve.

Why Asset Protection & Financial Privacy

- Legally
- Quickly
- Conveniently
- Inexpensively
- Anonymously

- Protect your assets from lawyers and lawsuits
- Guarantee your complete financial privacy
- Slash your personal and business taxes
- Preserve your estate for your heirs
- Eliminate your risk of forfeiture or seizure
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**Incorporate Even If You Don’t Have A Business**

**FLEXIBILITY**

A corporate structure allows you to place real estate or investments under separate Limited Liability Companies (LLCs). You retain complete control of all your investments. But if one runs into trouble it won’t suck the profits away from the other successful investments. Without incorporation, your profitable ventures would have to pay the debts of any unsuccessful venture.

**ESTATE BENEFITS**

Because a company’s existence is perpetual, your Nevada company can outlive you. By using estate-planning strategies that are only possible with a Nevada-based company, you will be able to pass your estate to your heirs without going through probate. You can save both legal costs and estate taxes.

**asset protection**

Under the U.S. legal system, the deck is stacked in favor of the Plaintiff and against you the Defendant. Many lawyers now specialize in contingency fee lawsuits in which they are paid a percentage of whatever you win for their clients. This encourages the filing of frivolous lawsuits. Since a new lawsuit is filed every two seconds, the average business owner or professional person stands a chance of being sued several times in his or her lifetime. Any suit, no matter how apparently worthless, could result in a ruinous judgment.

**Complete Privacy**

There is a reason why all successful people choose to incorporate: it permits them to manage their assets anonymously and their private corporate lives are never made public. Only in Nevada can a company be set up so that you own and control your company, your identity and ownership can remain a total secret. Some individuals choose to have separate companies for their large assets such as a brokerage account, rental property, boat, or recreational vehicle.

**Incorporate In Tax-Free Nevada**

And Peace Of Mind!

Live A Life Of Asset Protection

**Profit**

Your Nevada company can maximize profits by taking maximum advantage of the tax laws. You can settle off most purchases of goods, vehicles and services as expenses. By organizing your activities so that much of the profits go to a corporation in tax-free Nevada, you can dramatically increase your net income. You pay the government less—and take home more!

**FLEXIBILITY**

You can even structure both legal costs and estate taxes.

**Estate Benefits**

Heirs without going through probate. You can save

**Complete Privacy**
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